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***
Khaled Sedrak is a continuous entrepreneur with passion for
creating disruptive extraordinary-value ventures. His
accumulated experience in large-scale global digital
infrastructure projects, coupled with his true believe in open
access philosophy, gives him the drive and authority to lead his
team in building NxtVn’s global cluster of Data Center Parks. His
deep believe in the value that such infrastructure projects bring
to communities, innovative and long-term financing models and competition has made him an active
contributor and regular speaker in many international conferences and global forums such as the
Global Connect Initiative, ITU, Global Forum, WEF, Arctic Economic Council, Broadband Commission,
Nordic Digital Business Summit and the Nordic’s North Glow. Khaled has been elected by
BroadGroup as one of the top 50 influencers in the data center and cloud industry in 2017.
Capitalizing on the rising cloud wave and its inherent pressing demand on massive data center space
and connectivity, and building on the healthy organic growth in this sector, Khaled has started his
latest venture “NxtVn” to address this global opportunity by developing NxtVn’s global Data Center
Parks as mixed real estate and technology infrastructure play.
He is leading an elite multi-national team in creating a global cluster of well-connected Data Center
Parks, distributed around the world in key strategic locations. Khaled aims at creating a unique
natural habitat for all data center players, whether hyper-scale, single-tenant, colocation service
providers or private cloud operators, where they can build, operate and grow their business in a
reliable, scalable and secure ecosystem.
NxtVn® – Capturing the Next Generation Opportunity
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Linkedin Profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/KSedrak
For further information, please contact the CEO Office at CEO@NxtVn.com or the Media & Communications team at
Media@NxtVn.com
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Biography

About NxtVn®
NxtVn Data Center Parks
NxtVn is globally deploying its campus-style Data Centre Parks, augmented with the connectivity
optionality offered by its open access and carrier neutral policy, creating an integrated offering of
data center space and connectivity in one place.
NxtVn is building a global cluster of diversely-connected Data Centre Parks creating a unique natural
habitat for all data center players, whether hyper-scale, single-tenant, colocation service providers
or private cloud operators, where they can build, operate and grow their business in a reliable,
scalable and secure ecosystem.
NxtVn’s flagship Data Centre Park in Finland was the starting point for its ambitious global
deployment plan that has covered the Netherlands, France, Egypt so far and will be soon in Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, Tunisia and UAE. NxtVn is proud to announce its first US based Park in the
emerging new digital hub on the US east coast, in Virginia Beach. NxtVn global cluster of Data Center
Parks, augmented with NxtVn’s connectivity projects, has been globally recognized as a new move in
the long-unchanged data center industry, offering excellent operational efficiencies and
unprecedented go-to-market speed.
NxtVn® – Capturing the Next Generation Opportunities
Founded in 2014 with inherent entrepreneurial spirt, passion for innovation and ambitions that
know no bounds, NxtVn is approaching the data center and connectivity industries with a new
integrated infrastructure offering to serve the growing cloud computing industry. NxtVn Networks,
the connectivity arm of NxtVn, is mandate to guarantee seamless connectivity between the Parks on
open access and non-exclusive basis.
Being a young company, NxtVn benefits from its natural flexibility and agility. Drawing upon its
seasoned team’s astuteness, sophistication and their diverse experience, NxtVn boasts a unique
balanced combination of audacity and a risk-adjusted approach. NxtVn’s extensive network and its
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holistic global approach make it the natural partner for all data center players equally.
NxtVn® - Capturing the Next Generation Opportunities.
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